We introduce some new Frobenius subcategories of the module category of a preprojective algebra of Dynkin type, and we show that they have a cluster structure in the sense of BuanIyama-Reiten-Scott. These categorical cluster structures yield cluster algebra structures in the coordinate rings of intersections of opposite Schubert cells.
Introduction
1.1 Let G be a simple and simply connected algebraic group over C. We assume that G is simply-laced, that is, G is of type A,D,E in the Cartan-Killing classification. We fix a maximal torus H in G, a Borel subgroup B containing H, and we denote by B − the Borel subgroup opposite to B with respect to H. Let W = Norm G (H) H be the Weyl group, with length function w ↦ ℓ(w) and longest element w 0 .
We consider the flag variety X = B − G, and we denote by π ∶ G → X the natural projection π(g) 
where C w = π(B − wB − ) is the Schubert cell attached to w, isomorphic to C ℓ(w) . We may also consider the Birkhoff decomposition
− wB, which projects to the opposite Schubert decomposition
where C w = π(B − wB) is the opposite Schubert cell attached to w, isomorphic to C ℓ(w 0 )−ℓ(w) . The intersection
has been considered by Kazhdan and Lusztig [KL] in relation with the cohomological interpretation of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. One shows [KL, D] that R v,w is non-empty if and only if v ≤ w in the Bruhat order of W , and it is a smooth irreducible locally closed subset of C w of dimension ℓ(w) − ℓ(v). More recently, R v,w has sometimes been called an open Richardson variety [KLS1] , because its closure in X is known as a Richardson variety [Rich] .
1.5
We can now state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1.1 For every v,w ∈ W with v ≤ w, the coordinate ring C[R v,w ] contains a cluster subalgebraR v,w coming from a Frobenius subcategory C v,w of the module category of the preprojective algebra Λ. The number of cluster variables in a cluster ofR v,w (including the frozen ones) is equal to dim(R v,w ).
For a more detailed formulation of this result, see below Theorem 4.5.
If the category C v,w has finitely many indecomposable objects, then the cluster algebraR v,w has finite cluster type, andR v,w = C [R v,w ], see §4.6.2. It is also easy to prove thatR v,w = C [R v,w ] if w = v ′ v with ℓ(w) = ℓ(v ′ ) + ℓ(v), see §5. We conjecture that this equality remains true in general.
Theorem 1.1 is new even in the most studied case of type A n Grassmannians X K = Gr( j,n + 1), that is, when G = SL(n + 1,C), K = [1,n] ∖ { j} and v = w K u for some u ∈ W K . In this case the strata R w K u,w ≃ R K w K u,w , also called open positroid varieties, have been studied by many authors, see [P, BGY, KLS2, GLL1, GLL2] . In their recent preprint [MS] , Muller and Speyer have conjectured that the coordinate rings of open positroid varieties are isomorphic to certain explicit cluster algebras described combinatorially in terms of Postnikov diagrams. It is an interesting problem to compare this conjectural cluster structure with the one given by Theorem 1.1 in this special case. A detailed example is studied in §7.3 below.
By construction C v,w is a subcategory of the Frobenius category C w used in [GLS4] to model the coordinate ring of the Schubert cell C w . It then follows immediately from [GLS5] that the cluster algebraR v,w has a quantum deformation in the sense of [BZ2] , which is a localization of a subalgebra of the quantum coordinate ring of the group N(w) defined in Eq. (6) below. By passing to the classical limit, the cluster variables of any given cluster ofR v,w are compatible with the corresponding Poisson structure on C [R v,w ], see §6.
We also believe that the positive atlas provided byR v,w gives the same positive subset R
>0
v,w as the one introduced by Lusztig, (see an example in §7.2.3). We hope to come back to this question in a forthcoming publication.
Here is a brief outline of the paper. In Section 2 we show that the coordinate ring of R v,w is isomorphic to a localization of an invariant subring of C[N] (Theorem 2.12). This is needed to be in a situation where we can apply the categorification approach of §1.4, which only deals with (localizations of) subrings of C [N] . In Section 3 we introduce the subcategory C v,w and show that it has a cluster structure in the sense of [BIRS] . We also give a general recipe for constructing cluster-tilting objects of C v,w , and we describe the C v,w -projective-injective objects. In Section 4 we relate the category C v,w to the coordinate ring of R v,w , and we prove our main result (Theorem 4.5). Section 5 deals with the special case w = v ′ v with ℓ(w) = ℓ(v ′ ) + ℓ(v). Section 6 discusses the quantization and the compatible Poisson structure ofR v,w . Finally, §7 illustrates the main ideas of the paper with examples. In particular, for a specific open positroid variety in Gr(3,6), we compare in §7.3 the cluster algebraR v,w of Theorem 1.1 with the conjectural cluster structure of [MS, Conjecture 3.4] .
A quotient description of the strata
In this section we show that each stratum R v,w is isomorphic to the quotient of an open subset O v,w of N by the free action of the direct product N(v) × N ′ (w) of two subgroups of N.
For w ∈ W define
where N − denotes the unipotent radical of B − . As algebraic varieties, these unipotent subgroups are isomorphic to affine spaces: ℓ(w) , N ′ (w) ≃ C ℓ(w 0 )−ℓ(w) .
N(w)
We denote by x ↦ x T the "transpose" anti-automorphism of G defined by
), y i (t) T = x i (t), h T = h, (i ∈ I, t ∈ C, h ∈ H).
We will make frequent use of the following well-known results, see e.g. [H, §28] .
Proposition 2.1 Let w ∈ W .
(a) The map (x,y) ↦ z = xy gives an isomorphism of algebraic varieties
(b) Letẇ be a fixed representative of w in Norm G (H) . The map (x,y) ↦ z = xẇy gives an isomorphism of algebraic varieties
(c) Similarly the map (x,y) ↦ z = xẇy T gives an isomorphism of algebraic varieties
Inverting the isomorphism of Proposition 2.1 (b) and composing it with the projection on N ′ (w)
we get a well-defined morphism of algebraic varieties z ↦ y from B − wB to N ′ (w) which we denote
+ w . In other words, for z ∈ G, the intersectionẇ
− wB, and it is reduced to a single pointẇ
When w = e, the unit element of W , we have N ′ (e) = N and we obtain a morphism G 0 ∶= B − B → N which we denote by
2.2
Following [FZ1, §1.4] , to every w ∈ W we attach two special representatives in Norm G (H) denoted by w and w. They satisfy [FZ1, Prop. 2.1]:
From now on, unless otherwise specified, the notation w will be reserved for this special representative. When an expression does not depend on the choice of a representativeẇ of w, we just write w. For instance, the double coset B −ẇ B − ⊂ G does not depend on the choice of representativeẇ, so we just write B − wB − . Let ϖ i (i ∈ I) be the fundamental weights of g = Lie(G). A regular function ∆ ϖ i on G is associated to each ϖ i , as in [FZ1, §1.4] . For u,v ∈ W , one then defines following [FZ1, §1.4 ] the generalized minor
This function only depends on the weights u(ϖ i ) and v(ϖ i ).
2.3
The following lemma shows that the strata R v,w are isomorphic to some natural subvarieties of the unipotent subgroup N. It was proved by Brown, Goodearl and Yakimov [BGY, Theorem 2.3(a) ]. Since we use different notation and convention, we include a short proof for the convenience of the reader. For v,w ∈ W , define
Lemma 2.2 ([BGY])
The map x ↦ π(vx) induces an isomorphism of varieties N v,w
On the other hand, if x ∈ R v,w , there exist b 1 ,b 3 ,b 4 ∈ B − and b 2 ∈ B such that
Therefore, by definition of π, there exists b 5 ∈ B − such that
). Now by Proposition 2.1(b), we have
and π restricts to an isomorphism from vN Let O v,w be the open subset of N given by
2.4
We have [GLS4, Prop. 7.3] :
If v ≤ w for the Bruhat order, then v −1 ≤ w −1 , and v −1
(ϖ i ) for some i ∈ I (for the induced Bruhat order on the set of extremal weights of the fundamental g-module L(ϖ i ), isomorphic to W W I∖{i} ). Hence, for all x ∈ N and some i ∈ I we have
From now on, unless otherwise specified, we will always assume that v ≤ w. 
Proof -Let n ∈ N(v). By definition of N(v), we have nv
It follows that for every x ∈ O v,w , we have nx ∈ O v,w , which proves (a).
It follows that for every x ∈ O v,w , we have xn ′ ∈ O v,w , which proves (b).
Let now x ∈ N v,w . By Proposition 2.1(c) we can write x = v −1 bwn T for some b ∈ B − and n ∈ N(w). 
Define
U v,w ∶= N ∩ (B − vBw −1[v xw −1 ] + = N ∩ (B − vxw −1 ) ∈ N ∩ (B − vBw −1 ) = U v,w . Hence ζ v,w (O v,w ) ⊆ U v,w . Conversely, if y ∈ U v,w , there exist b ∈ B − and x ∈ N such that y = bvxw −1 , and y = ζ v,w (x). Therefore ζ v,w ∶O v,w → U v,w is a surjective morphism. If x ′ = nx with n ∈ N(v), we have B − vx = B − vx ′ . Indeed, vN(v) = vN ∩ N − v ⊂ B − v, hence B − vx ′ = B − vnx ⊆ B − vx, and similarly B − vx ′ ⊆ B − vx. It follows that ζ v,w (x) = ζ v,w (x ′ ). Conversely, if ζ v,w (x) = ζ v,w (x ′ ) there exist n ∈ N and b,b ′ ∈ B − such that n = bvxw −1 = b ′ vx ′ w −1 , hence x ′ x −1 = v −1 (b ′ ) −1 bv ∈ (v −1 B − v) ∩ N = N(v). ◻
2.6
Define
By Proposition 2.1(a), the multiplication map
Since
Proof -By Lemma 2.6 and (14), the restriction of ζ v,w to Ω v,w is a bijective morphism from Ω v,w to U v,w . It remains to show that its set-theoretic inverse is a morphism of algebraic varieties. Let x ∈ Ω v,w and put z = ζ v,w (x). By definition of ζ v,w , there exists a unique b ∈ B − such that 
).
Proof -Let x ∈ N v,w . By Proposition 2.1(c), we can write uniquely
), we have n ′ w = wn T with n ∈ N(w), hence by the proof of Lemma 2.7, the unique preimage of n
) acts freely by right multiplication on U v,w .
Proof -Let x ∈ U v,w . This means that x ∈ N and there exist b
We are now ready for proving:
(ii) Consider the invariant subring of C [O v,w ] :
The restriction of functions from O v,w to N v,w induces an algebra isomorphism
Proof -The following commutative diagram, where the arrows labelled ι are inclusion maps, displays the morphisms appearing in the proof:
We first notice that, by Lemma 2.4, for (n 1 ,y, 
by Lemma 2.9(c). By Lemma 2.6 this implies that ω = n
, then by Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.9(c),
), these two factors are uniquely determined by x, and therefore y and n 2 are uniquely determined by x. Hence n 1 is also uniquely determined by x. This proves that µ v,w is injective, hence is a bijection from
v,w is a morphism of algebraic varieties. Indeed, by Proposition 2.1(a), multiplication gives an isomorphism N(w
denote the two components of the inverse isomorphism. Let also ξ v,w denote the inverse of the isomorphism of Lemma 2.8. Then if x ∈ O v,w and (n 1 ,y,n 2 ) = µ
which shows that the maps x ↦ y, x ↦ n 2 and x ↦ n 1 are morphisms. Then (ii) follows immediately from (i). ◻ Remark 2.11 Theorem 2.10(i) can be rephrased by saying that the action (n 1 ,n 2 ) ⋅ y = n 1 yn 
Note that, as an element of C[N], the generalized minor 
at the same multiplicative subset M v,w , which is clearly contained in
Lemma 2.2 we have thus proved:
Theorem 2.12 Let S v,w be the localization of N(v) 
The coordinate ring of the stratum R v,w is isomorphic to S v,w . ◻ 3 Categorical cluster structures 3.1 We briefly recall some standard concepts of homological algebra. For more details see [ARS, ASS] . All algebras are finite-dimensional algebras over C.
3.1.1
Let A be an algebra and let C be a subcategory of the category mod(A) of finite-dimensional
such that for every homomorphism g∶X → Z with Z ∈ C there exists h∶Y → Z satisfying g = h f . Dually, a right C-approximation of X is a homomorphism f ∶Y → X with Y ∈ C, such that for every homomorphism g∶Z → X with Z ∈ C there exists h∶Z → Y satisfying g = f h. We say that C is functorially finite if every X ∈ mod(A) has a left C-approximation and a right C-approximation. Given M ∈ mod(A), we denote by Sub(M) (resp. Fac(M)) the full subcategory of mod(A) whose objects are the A-modules isomorphic to a submodule (resp. a factor module) of a direct sum of copies of M. We denote by add(M) the additive closure of M, i.e. the full subcategory of mod(A) whose objects are the A-modules isomorphic to a direct sum of direct summands of M.
We quote the following useful result of Auslander and Smalø.
Proposition 3.1 ([AS, Theorem 5.10]) Let M and M ′ be objects of mod(A), and let τ be the Auslander-Reiten translation of mod(A). If
is an extension closed and functorially finite subcategory of mod(A).
Let C be an extension closed full subcategory of mod(A). An
If M is C-projective and C-injective, then M is also called C-projective-injective. We say that C has enough projectives (resp. enough injectives) if for each X ∈ C there exists a short exact sequence
where M is C-projective (resp. C-injective) and Y ∈ C. If C has enough projectives and enough injectives, and if these coincide (i.e. an object is C-projective if and only if it is C-injective), then C is called a Frobenius category. If, moreover, for all X ,Y ∈ C there is a functorial isomorphism
where D denotes the duality for vector spaces, we say that C is stably 2-Calabi-Yau. (The terminology comes from the fact that if C is Frobenius, its stable category C is a triangulated category; then (15) amounts to say that C is 2-Calabi-Yau in the sense of Kontsevich.) Frobenius stably 2-Calabi-Yau categories have been used by many authors to provide categorical models of cluster algebras (see e.g. [GLS1, BIRS, FK]).
3.2 Let Λ be the preprojective algebra over C of the same Dynkin type as G. We refer to [GLS3, GLS6] for an introduction to this family of algebras and their representation theory. Here we will only recall their main features and review the results necessary for our current purpose.
3.2.1
The C-algebra Λ is finite-dimensional, basic, and selfinjective. Hence, mod(Λ) is an abelian Frobenius category. Moreover mod(Λ) is stably 2-Calabi-Yau.
The simple Λ-modules are 1-dimensional, in one-to-one correspondence with the vertices of the Dynkin diagram of G. We denote them by S i (i ∈ I), and we denote by Q i (i ∈ I) their injective envelopes.
Let τ be the Auslander-Reiten translation of mod(Λ). Because of the 2-Calabi-Yau symmetry, the τ-translate of an indecomposable object X ∈ mod(Λ) is given by
where X → Q X is the injective envelope of X . Dually, the τ −1 -translate of X is given by
where P X → X is the projective cover of X . It was proved in [GLS1] that mod(Λ) gives a categorical model for a cluster algebra structure on the unipotent cell N w 0 ⊂ N, or equivalently on the open stratum R e,w 0 of the flag variety X .
Denote by s i (i ∈ I)
the Coxeter generators of W . For i ∈ I, we define an endo-functor
where m i (X ) denotes the multiplicity of S i in the head of
Clearly, E i is an additive functor. It acts on a module X by removing the S i -isotypical part of its head. Similarly, one defines a functor E † i = E † s i acting on X by removing the S i -isotypical part of its socle.
One shows that the functors E i (resp. E † i ) satisfy the braid relations of W [GLS2, Prop. 5.1], hence by composing them we can define unambiguously functors E w (resp. E † w ) for every w ∈ W .
Lemma 3.2 (a) If v ≤ w in the Bruhat ordering, then
This easily implies (a) because we can write w = s i 1 ⋯s ir and v = s i j 1 ⋯s i j k , for some 1
To prove (b), we first check it for w = s i and then use induction on ℓ(w). ◻
For
of mod(Λ). One shows that C w is closed under extensions, Frobenius, and stably 2-Calabi-Yau, and that a module X ∈ C w is C w -projective-injective if and only if it belongs to add(I w ) [BIRS, GLS4] . Moreover, we have
Indeed, if Z = E u (Y ) and X is a submodule of Z, then X is a submodule of Y and we have Z X = E u (Y X ) by Lemma 3.2(b). It follows that E u (mod(Λ)) is closed under taking quotient modules, and since it contains I w , it contains C w .
It was proved in [GLS4] that C w gives a categorical model for a cluster algebra structure on the unipotent cell N e,w ⊂ N, or equivalently on the stratum R e,w of the flag variety X .
3.2.4
Dually, for w ∈ W , let J w ∶= E † w −1 (⊕ i∈I Q i ). We introduce the full subcategory
of mod(Λ). Again, C w is closed under extensions, Frobenius, stably 2-Calabi-Yau, its subcategory of C w -projective-injective objects is equal to add(J w ), and we have
Arguing as in [GLS4] , it is not hard to show that C w gives a categorical model for a cluster algebra structure on N w,w 0 ⊂ N, or equivalently on the stratum R w,w 0 of the flag variety X . In the particular case when w = w K is the longest element of the parabolic subgroup W K , the category C w K was used in [GLS2] to obtain a cluster structure on the open stratum
Example 3.3 Let w = s i be a simple reflexion. Then I w = S i and C w is just the additive closure add(S i ) of S i . On the other hand,
is the full subcategory
In other words, X ∈ C s i if and only if the socle of X contains no copy of S i .
3.2.5
For every w ∈ W , the pair of subcategories (C w ,C w ) is a torsion pair. This means [ASS,
This can be deduced for example from [BKT, §5] , see in particular Example 5.14 and §5.6. (The categories C w and C w coincide with the categories denoted respectively by T w and F
It follows that for every X ∈ mod(Λ), if we denote by t w (X ) the maximal submodule of X which is contained in C w , then we have X t w (X ) ∈ C w . The assignment X ↦ t w (X ) defines a functor t w ∶ mod(Λ) → C w called the torsion radical of the torsion pair (C w ,C 
In general we only have a monomorphism and an epimorphism
where u = w −1 w 0 . Indeed, by (19), we have that E u (X ) is a submodule of X contained in C w , so it is contained in t w (X ). Similarly, by (21), we have that E † w −1 (X ) is a quotient of X contained in C w , so it is a quotient of X t w (X ). For instance, in type A 2 if w = s 1 s 2 and X = S 2 , we have
However, when X is a projective-injective object of mod(Λ), the morphisms (23) are isomorphisms, as stated in the following Lemma 3.4 Let w ∈ W and set u = w −1 w 0 . We have
Proof -By (23) we have a short exact sequence
and Y ∈ C w because C w is closed under factor modules, so the sequence splits and t w (
The second equality is proved similarly. ◻ Remark 3.5 Note that if v ≤ w then v −1 w 0 ≥ w −1 w 0 , and by Lemma 3.2(a), I v is a submodule of I w . However, the fact that v ≤ w does not imply that C v is contained in C w . This is because a factor module of I v is not always a factor module of I w . This is only true if there exists
Indeed, in this case we have
) and (C w ,C w ) are torsion pairs.
3.3
We retain the notation of the previous sections. Our main definition is Definition 3.6 Let v ≤ w in W . We introduce the full subcategory
Since C v and C w are closed under extensions, C v,w is closed under extensions. Clearly, C v,w is also closed under direct sums and direct summands. But it is in general neither closed under submodules nor under factor modules.
We now deduce from Proposition 3.1 that:
Proposition 3.7 The subcategory C v,w is functorially finite.
Proof -Let u = w −1 w 0 . We have I w = ⊕ i∈I E u (Q i ). Therefore, to show that Hom(I w ,τ(I w )) = 0, it is enough to show that
) is a torsion pair. Dually, a completely similar argument shows that
The claimed result then follows from the definition C v,w ∶= Sub(J v ) ∩ Fac(I w ) and Proposition 3.1. ◻ Remark 3.8 We can define C v,w even if v ≤ w. In fact, the proof of Proposition 3.7 does not use the assumption v ≤ w. Similarly, Corollary 3.11, Proposition 3.12 and Proposition 3.14 below are true for any pair (v,w) ∈ W . Moreover, C v,w = {0} if and only if v = w ′ w with ℓ(v) = ℓ(w
However, for our purpose in this paper, we only need to consider the case v ≤ w.
3.4
We now review following [BIRS] the notion of cluster structure of a subcategory of mod(Λ).
Let B be a subcategory of mod(Λ) closed under extensions, direct sums and direct summands.
For an object T of B we denote by add(T ) the additive envelope of T , that is, the full subcategory whose objects are finite direct sums of direct summands of T . We say that T is a B-cluster-tilting module if (X ∈ B and Ext
We say that T is basic if its indecomposable direct summands are pairwise non-isomorphic. Note that if P is a B-projective-injective module, then P ∈ add(T ) for any B-cluster-tilting module T . Note also that every B-cluster-tilting module T is rigid, i.e. Ext We refer to [GLS1, §3.2] for the definition of the quiver Γ T , and to [FZ3] for the definition of quiver mutations.
(c) If T is a basic B-cluster-tilting module and M is an indecomposable direct summand of T which is not B-projective-injective, then there exists a unique indecomposable object M
It was shown in [GLS1] that mod(Λ) has a cluster structure, and in [BIRS, GLS4] that C w (and dually C v ) has a cluster structure. The following powerful criterion was proved by Buan, Iyama, Reiten and Scott. It follows from Proposition 3.7 and Theorem 3.10 that:
Corollary 3.11 The subcategory C v,w has a cluster structure. ◻
3.5
The following result gives a recipe for constructing C v,w -cluster-tilting objects.
Proposition 3.12 Let T be a C w -cluster-tilting object.
Proof -First note that U ∶= T t v (T ) ∈ C v,w . Indeed, U ∈ C w because C w is closed under factor modules, and U ∈ C v because t v is the torsion radical of the torsion pair
Then M ∈ C w , and by [GLS4, Proposition 2.15] there exists an exact sequence
with
) and that we have a short exact sequence
Write
Then, since U ′′ ∈ add(U ) the sequence (25) splits, hence M is isomorphic to a direct summand of U ′ , so M ∈ add(U ). Conversely, note that T is rigid, that is, T has an open orbit in its module variety [GLS1, Corollary 3.15] . Using [BKT, Lemma 4.3] , this implies that T t v (T ) also has an open orbit in its module variety, that is, U is also rigid.
We now describe the C v,w -projective-injective objects.
Proposition 3.14 The module M is C v,w -projective-injective if and only if M ∈ add(I w t v (I w )).
Proof -We know that I w is a C w -projective generator of C w . Therefore, if M ∈ C v,w ⊂ C w we have an exact sequence
where M ′ ∈ add(I w ) and M ′′ ∈ C w . Since M ∈ C v the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.12 shows that this yields an exact sequence Let M ∈ C v,w . Applying the functor Hom(−,M) to the above exact sequence, we get an exact sequence
, so that I w = ⊕ i∈I I i,w , and
The next lemma gives a useful alternative description of the direct summands Q i,v,w ∶= I i,w t v (I i,w ).

Lemma 3.15 Let v ≤ w, and set u
Proof -As was noted in Remark 3.5, I i,v is a submodule of I i,w . Hence, using Lemma 3.4,
Now, again by Lemma 3.4, Q i t v (Q
i ) = E † v −1 (Q i ), so I i,w t v (I i,w ) = E † v −1 (I i,w ) = E † v −1 E u (Q i ). ◻
Remark 3.16
The number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable C w -projective-injective objects is at most I [BIRS, GLS4] . But this is not always the case for C v,w , because Q i,v,w is not always indecomposable, in contrast with I i,w . This is illustrated in the following example. Let Λ be of type A 3 , where we use the usual numbering of the Dynkin diagram by I = {1,2,3}. Let w = s 1 s 3 s 2 s 1 s 3 and v = s 2 . Then it is easy to check that there are 4 indecomposable C v,wprojective-injective objects, namely Q 1 ,Q 3 ,S 1 ,S 3 .
Cluster algebra structures
To obtain a cluster algebra from a cluster structure on a subcategory of mod(Λ) we use the cluster character M ↦ ϕ M from mod(Λ) to C[N] described for example in [GLS4, §6] (see also [GLS3, GLS5] ).
4.1
We recall the main properties of the cluster character ϕ. First, ϕ maps sums to products, that is,
Next, if dim Ext
is stably 2-Calabi-Yau, we have nonsplit short exact
where B and B ′ are uniquely determined up to isomorphism. We then have
The generalized 
Putting together Proposition 3.14, Lemma 3.15 and (28), we then obtain
Proposition 4.1 The category of C v,w -projective-injective objects is equal to add(⊕ i∈I Q i,v,w ), and we have
ϕ Q i,v,w = ∆ v −1 (ϖ i ),w −1 (ϖ i ) , (i ∈ I). ◻
4.2
Let B be a subcategory of mod(Λ) having a cluster structure. We choose a basic B-clustertilting object T 0 which we call initial. Another B-cluster-tilting object T is called reachable if it can be obtained from T 0 via a finite sequence of mutations (it is then automatically basic). Let T denote the collection of all reachable B-cluster-tilting objects. Let T = T 1 ⊕ ⋯ ⊕ T k be a decomposition of T ∈ T into indecomposable direct summands. We associate with T the seed
Let R(B) be the C-subalgebra of C[N] generated by the functions ϕ T i (1 ≤ i ≤ k, T ∈ T ). It follows from Definition 3.9 and from (26) (27) that R(B) has the structure of a cluster algebra, with set of seeds {Σ T T ∈ T }. The frozen cluster variables (or coefficients) of R(B) are the ϕ P where P is an indecomposable B-projective-injective object.
Define also S(B) ∶= Span C ⟨ϕ M M ∈ B⟩. It follows from (26) that S(B) is a subalgebra of C[N]. Clearly R(B) ⊆ S(B).
Let v,w ∈ W . It is shown in [GLS4] that
Here, the initial cluster-tilting object used to define R(C w ) is one of the explicit modules V i labelled by reduced words i for w, whose definition is recalled in §4.6.1 below. Dually, we have
(see [GLS4, §17] and [GLS2] for the particular case v = w K for some K ⊂ I). 
We recall the definition of the dual semicanonical basis of
4.5
Recall from §2.8 the notation:
Proposition 4.2 We have:
Moreover, the subset S * ∩ S(C v,w ) is a C-basis of S(C v,w ).
Proof -Since C v,w = C v ∩ C w , we have by (29) and (30), C v,w ) . ◻
Conversely, it is shown in [GLS4] that S(C w
)ϕ Z ∈ S v, * ∩ S * w , then ϕ Z = ϕ M for some Λ-module M ∈ C v ∩ C w = C v,w . Therefore S(C v ) ∩ S(C w ) has a basis consisting of functions ϕ M ∈ S(C v,w ), so S(C v ) ∩ S(C w ) ⊆ S(
4.6
We now describe a cluster structure inside S(C v,w ).
4.6.1 Let w = s ir ⋯s i 1 be a reduced decomposition, and put i = (i r ,...,i 1 ). Let R = ⊕ i∈I Zα i denote the root lattice of g, with basis the simple roots α i (i ∈ I). We identify dimension vectors d = (d i ) for Λ with elements of the positive cone
Consider the following sequence in R + :
For k = 1,... ,r, one can show that there is a unique V k ∈ mod(Λ) (up to isomorphism) whose socle is S i k and whose dimension vector is γ k . Then [GLS4] the module
is a cluster-tilting object of C w . Up to duality, this Λ-module is the same as the one introduced by Buan, Iyama, Reiten, and Scott [BIRS] .
4.6.2
We can now use the recipe of §3.5. Define U i ∶= V i t v (V i ). By Proposition 3.12, U i is a cluster-tilting object in C v,w . Using U i as an initial cluster-tilting object in C v,w , we can then define the cluster algebra
All cluster monomials of R(C v,w ) belong to the dual semicanonical basis S * ∩ S(C v,w ) of S (C v,w ). If the category C v,w has a finite number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects, that is, if the cluster algebra R(C v,w ) has finite cluster type (see [GLS3, §18] ), then every indecomposable module X ∈ C v,w is rigid and gives rise to a cluster variable ϕ X ∈ R(C v,w ). It follows from (26) that for every M ∈ C v,w the regular function ϕ M is a product of cluster variables, and therefore R(C v,w ) = S(C v,w ).
4.6.3
We now give a more explicit description of the cluster-tilting module U i . Inspired by [MR, §3] , we define inductively a sequence (v (0) ,v (1) ,...,v (r) ) of elements of W , by setting v (0) = e, and for k = 1,... ,r,
otherwise.
It is easy to check that
Define the Λ-modules Proof -Let us recall from [GLS4, §2.4 ] the description of the direct summands V s (1 ≤ s ≤ r) of the C w -cluster-tilting module V i . For a Λ-module X and a simple module S j , let Soc ( j) (X ) be the sum of all submodules U of X with U ≅ S j . For a sequence ( j 1 ,... , j t ) ∈ I t , there is a unique sequence
.. ,i 1 ) is a reduced expression of w, we have
and
.. ,r}. By construction of the sequence (v (k) ), we have v = s i k l ⋯s i k 2 s i k 1 , and l = ℓ(v). Given s ∈ {1,... ,r} we have
Then each module W s is a direct summand of a C v -cluster-tilting module, and in particular belongs to C v . Moreover, again by construction of the sequence (v (k) ), W s is the largest submodule of V s contained in C v . Hence
This proves the first statement.
For the second one, we recall from [GLS4, §10] that each module Y ∈ C w has a canonical filtration 
4.6.4
We can now describe the initial cluster of the cluster algebra R (C v,w ) given by the clustertilting object U i .
Corollary 4.4 For j
The generalized minors
are the ℓ(w) − ℓ(v) cluster variables of the initial cluster of R v,w corresponding to U i . The frozen cluster variables are those which divide
Proof -This follows immediately from (28), Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.1. ◻ 4.6.5 By Proposition 4.1, the multiplicative subset of C[N] generated by the regular functions ϕ P where P runs over the set of C v,w -projective-injective objects is nothing else than the multiplicative subset M v,w defined in §2.8. Therefore, putting together Theorem 2.12, Proposition 4.2, and Corollary 4.4, we see that we have now proved Theorem 1.1. Here is a more precise formulation of the results we have obtained. (ii) The localization S v,w of S (C v,w ) with respect to the multiplicative subset
(iii) The category C v,w has a cluster structure in the sense of [BIRS] . Note that we have also proved (Proposition 4.2) that S (C v,w ) is spanned by a subset of the dual semicanonical basis S * . Multiplying the elements of this subset by the inverses of the elements of M v,w , we thus obtain a C-basis of S v,w ≃ C [R v,w ] which contains all the cluster monomials of R v,w .
In type A n with n ≤ 4, the category mod(Λ) has finitely many indecomposables, so Theorem 4.5 (v) applies for every pair (v,w) in this case. More generally, consider a parabolic subgroup W K of W , and let w K be its longest element. The categories C w K with finitely many indecomposables have been classified in [GLS2, §11] . We have
], then C w K v,w has finitely many indecomposables for every pair v ∈ W K and every w ≥ w K v. Thus, by Eq.(5), the coordinate rings of all Lusztig strata of the partial flag variety X K are cluster algebras in this case.
The case w
In this section we consider the property: (P) implies that v ≤ w in the Bruhat ordering, but, as is well known, it is stronger.
Property
In fact, (P) holds if and only if N(v) ⊆ N(w)
, see e.g. [BZ1, §2] . In other words, (P) is equivalent to
This is in turn equivalent to the fact that N(v) × N ′ (w) acts freely on the whole group N. Indeed,
Here 
By Remark 3.5, property (P) implies (and actually is equivalent to)
. Such nested torsion pairs have been studied extensively in [BKT] in relation with Harder-Narasimhan filtrations and stability conditions.
Write q = ℓ(v) and r = ℓ(w). If (P) holds, we can choose a reduced word i = (i r ,... ,i 1 ) for w such that (i q ,...,i 1 ) is a reduced word for v. Clearly we then have J v,i = {q + 1,q + 2,... ,r}, and
is a basic C v,w -cluster-tilting module.
Recall from the proof of Proposition 4.3 the modules
It then follows from [BKT, Theorem 5.11(iii) ] that M l ∈ C v for every l = q + 1,... ,r. Therefore property (P) implies that
Thus, using [GLS4, Theorem 15 .1], the monomials in the functions 
where
By taking the limit q → 1, the algebra C[N] N ′ (w) is therefore endowed with the structure of a
Poisson algebra (see e.g. [BG, III.5 .4]), and (33) yields C v,w ) has a natural quantization as a quantum cluster subalgebra
Moreover, the functions ϕ P with P a C v,w -projective object are quantized into elements Y P which q-commute with every quantum cluster variable of v,w and we obtain in this way a quantization of the cluster algebra R v,w of Theorem 4.5 (iii). Taking again the limit q → 1, we see that R v,w is endowed with the structure of a Poisson algebra compatible with its cluster structure.
Examples
7.1 We first illustrate the results of §2 with a small example. Let G be of type A 3 , that is, G = SL(4). We choose for H the subgroup of diagonal matrices in SL (4), for B the subgroup of upper triangular matrices, so that N is the subgroup of upper unitriangular matrices. Take
Then the Schubert cell C w is 3-dimensional, the opposite Schubert cell C v is 5-dimensional, and their intersection R v,w is 2-dimensional in the 6-dimensional flag variety X = B − SL(4). In fact, using for example [D, §4] or [MR, Proposition 5.2] , it is easy to see that R v,w ≃ C * × C * . On the other hand, a straightforward calculation gives 
where we have written ∆ I,J for the minor with row set I and column set J. Hence
An elementary calculation gives, for
and, moreover, the restriction of ζ v,w to Ω v,w is injective. Now,
if and only if x is of the form
that is, if and only if x ∈ N v,w , in agreement with Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.8. Finally, the action of Then the Schubert cell C w is 14-dimensional, the opposite Schubert cell C v is 9-dimensional, and their intersection R v,w is 8-dimensional in the 15-dimensional flag variety X = B − SL(6).
We consider the Frobenius category
with u = w −1 w 0 = s 2 . We fix the reduced word i = (i 14 ,...,i 1 ) = (1,3,5,2,4,1,3,5,2,4,1,3, 5,4). The corresponding increasing sequence (v (0) ,... ,v (14) ) defined in §4.6.3 is J v,i = {3,7,8,10,11,12,13,14} . Then, according to Proposition 4.3, the indecomposable direct summands of the C v,w -cluster-tilting object U i = V i t v (V i ) look as follows: The numbers can be interpreted as basis vectors or as composition factors (see [GLS4, §2.4] ). The summands U 10 , U 11 , U 12 , U 13 , U 14 are the indecomposable C v,w -projective-injective objects.
It follows that
By Corollary 4.4, the corresponding cluster variables of R (C v,w ) are the following minors of an upper unitriangular 6 × 6 matrix The cluster variables x 10 , x 11 , x 12 , x 13 , x 14 are frozen. To describe the cluster seed containing this cluster, we need to attach a quiver Γ i to it. This quiver is determined from the cluster-tilting module U i as follows. Its vertices are the 8 indecomposable direct summands of U i . The number of arrows from U j to U k is the dimension of the space of irreducible morphisms from U j to U k in the category add(U i ), that is, morphisms that cannot be factored non trivially in add(U i ). Here is the quiver Γ i : , so it is not irreducible. On the other hand U 10 maps to U 7 with kernel 1 2 4 3 and this map is irreducible. Hence we get one arrow from U 10 to U 7 .
The modules printed in bold face are the indecomposable C v,w -projective-injectives, and therefore they give frozen vertices of Γ i . If we remove them, as well as all incident arrows, we are left with the quiver of type A 3 . Thus, C v,w has finitely many indecomposable objects and R (C v,w 
is a cluster algebra of finite type A 3 . So, by Theorem 4.5 (iv), the coordinate ring C [R v,w ] is isomorphic to the cluster algebra R v,w obtained by inverting the frozen variables of R(C v,w ).
7.2.2
The cluster variables {x j j ∈ J v,i } form a system of log-canonical coordinates for the Poisson structure on R v,w introduced in §6.2. Using (34), (35), and the explicit description of the Λ-modules U j ( j ∈ J v,i ), we can easily calculate the matrix L = (λ i j ) such that
We obtain: we get that x corresponds to the cluster variablẽ [P] or Lusztig [L1] coincides with the positive part induced by our cluster structure.
7.3
Inspired by Postnikov [P] , Muller and Speyer have conjectured a cluster algebra structure on the coordinate rings of open positroid varieties, described in terms of alternating strand diagrams [MS, Conjecture 3.4] . It is an interesting question to compare this cluster structure with the cluster structure given by Theorem 4.5.
Let us do it for the particular example developed in §7.2.3, that is, for the open positroid variety R K v,w of the Grassmannian X K = Gr(3,6) labelled by the pair (v,w), where v = w K and w = w 0 s 2 . In that case, the cluster algebra A of [MS, Conjecture 3.4 ] is as follows (see the running example of [MS, §3] An initial seed for A is given by the cluster ([134] , [136] , [356] ) and the quiver displayed in [MS, Figure 4 ]. Thus, we see that the cluster algebra A is of finite type A 3 , like the cluster algebraR v,w of §7.2.3. But we also see thatR v,w and A are different: they have different sets of cluster variables. Note in particular that the frozen variable f 2 = [346] of A is not a cluster variable ofR v,w . However, using the formulas of §7.2.3, we can express all the cluster variables of A as Laurent monomials in the cluster variables ofR v,w , with non-vanishing denominator on R K v,w , and vice-versa. Therefore we get two different cluster algebra structures on the coordinate ring C[R On the other hand, in [MS, Remark 3 .5] Muller and Speyer have proposed a "mirror image" of their conjecture, in which the strands of the Postnikov diagrams are labelled by their source instead of their target. In our running example, this alternative cluster algebra A ′ would exactly coincide with our cluster algebraR v,w .
